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Several talks reflected progress more focused on purely TH aspects.
For this short summary of the TH/pheno sessions, I will highlight
contributions that have a most direct impact on the FCC planning, and
which are more in need of being brought to the attention of the
experimental colleagues who could not follow the TH sessions

PS I assume everyone attended the joint TH/EXP sessions, so will give those less
prominence
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Z.Ligeti

Search for KL→ππ

< 0.3%
< 0.6%

= 0.2 ± 0.04 %
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The path to precision: αS

LEP update

D.D’Enterria

FCC-Z projection

± 2.3%

± 0.2%

At this level of precision, independent measurements of similar precision are required
to validate central value and uncertainties: will αS be dominated by global hadronic
rates @Tera-Z, or will the other extractions (event shapes, lattice, τ decays, DIS, …)
evolve and remain competitive?
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FCC programme’s diversity

robustness
D.D’Enterria

FCC-WW, W→hadrons global obs: precision similar to Z→hadrons

± 0.2%

DIS at FCC-eh
D.Britzger, C. Schwanenberger
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± 0.2%

New ideas to extend discriminating power for diﬀerent QCD final states, better
control over resummation of higher-orders for dedicated jet observables, etc
Implications for precision QCD measurements and for searches
C.Cesarotti, T.Liu

Event Isotropy:
“distance” of an event
from a uniform
radiaAon paCern

Discrimina3ng N = {10, 25, 50}-body samples

CC, J. Thaler, 2004.06125

CJC, M. Reece, M. Strassler
(2009.08981)

Are the detector designs optimized to fully exploit the potential of new ideas
about jet structure and reconstruction, ML q/g separation, tagging, etc ?
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EW precision

J.Gluza

J.Erler
L.Chen

Global
FCC
EW fit:

ΔMW = ± 0.2 MeV
ΔMtop = ± 0.1 GeV
ΔMH = ± 1.4 GeV
(± 5.7 w. today’s TH syst)

V.Yermolchyk

Codes and evt generators
undergoing continued
improvements to match the
formal TH progress
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Lisong Chen, Ayres Freitas
arXiv:2002.05845

FCC-eh complementarity

C. Schwanenberger

Complement the ee precision

Comparable precision, uncorrelated systematics

Independent measurement of
u-type and d-type EW couplings

improved discovery reach for specific BSM scenarios

provide inputs to maximize FCC-hh precision
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J.Alcaraz

Helping TH make more robust predictions, reducing the absolute size of QCD corrections, and
therefore of their syst:
Example: AFB, focus on back-to-back b and bbar, to reduce impact of real QCD radiation, g→bb, etc
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Opportunities for flavour physics

•
•
•

L. Li: Flavour studies at the Tera-Z factory
Z. Ligeti: New physics in B meson mixing: future sensitivity and limitations
A. Crivellin: Leptoquarks in Oblique Corrections and Higgs Signal Strength: Status and Prospects at FCC
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More opportunities for flavour physics

L. Li
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Probing BSM w. B mixing
Z.Ligeti

inspired by M-H Shune’s talk at January FCC wshop

Detailed study: P.Azzurri, in the PID exptl session => 0.3% stat
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BSM searches at FCC: why bother, in
absence of guaranteed discoveries?

Because the questions addressed by the FCC BSM searches are
foundational.
Not having identified an answer so far takes nothing away from
their relevance, and from the need to keep pursuing them.
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The questions covered during the Workshop
What is the origin of neutrino masses?
• Kulkarni: Exploring heavy neutrinos at FCC
• Das: Testing neutrino mass generation mechanism at the future colliders
• Mitra: Probing Low Scale Heavy Neutral Leptons at Colliders
Is the Higgs boson elementary or composite?
• Englert: EW Top Couplings, Partial Compositeness and Top Partner Searches
• Salvioni: Four tops for the future
• Deandrea: Composite scalar searches
• Csaki: A natural composite H via universal boundary conditions
• Choqque: Probing the top-H sector with composite H models at FCC-hh
What’s the origin of its potential? What else in the Higgs sector and int’s?
• Baglio & Shao: progress in the calculation of σ(HH)
• Selvaggi: Measuring the selfcoupling with HH at FCC-hh
• Heinrich: Exploring anomalous couplings in Higgs boson pair production through shape analysis
• Kanemura: Triple H couplings in BSM models at higher-orders
• Spannowski: Power meets Precision to explore the Symmetric Higgs Portal
• Su: 2HDM at 100 TeV collider
• Zurita: Exotic Higgs decays into long lived particles
• A. Crivellin: Leptoquarks in Oblique Corrections and Higgs Signal Strength: Status and Prospects at FCC
What is the nature EW phase transition?
• Ramsey-Musolf: Exotic H decays and EWPT
• Papaefstathiou: The EWPT at future colliders

The agnostic perspective: EFT
•
•
•

What is Dark Matter?
• Doglioni, Suarez, Kulkarni: BSM at FCC: complementarity with
astrophysics and non-collider experiments
• Ramsey-Musolf: Triplet scalar DM at FCC-hh
• Grzadkowski: DM spin effects
Anything else?
• Paul: Down type iso-singlet quarks at FCC
• Baum: Hunting scalar lepton partners

•
•
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Banerjee: Ultimate differential SMEFT analysis
Wulzer: Low- vs high-energy phenomena
de Blas: incorporating diBoson/aTGC measurements into
global SMEFT studies at future e+e- colliders
Bishara: A New Precision Process at FCC-hh: the diphoton
leptonic Wh channel
Senol: Prospective constraints on anomalous Higgs boson
interactions in an effective Lagrangian via diphoton production
at FCC-h

In particular, the overarching question of whether and how
the scale of weak interactions arises from a deeper theory
was addressed in the highly inspiring talk by
M. Reece, “Naturalness at FCC”
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Precision vs energy reach
————
Indirect vs direct probes
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From A. Wulzer’s concluding remarks
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Salvioni

Examples: direct 4t vs indirect 2t probes of Higgs compositness

FCCint

Higgs precision:
m*
> 4.2 TeV
g*

CLIC
0.38 + 1.5 + 3TeV

pp → t t̄t t̄ :
m*
> 6.5 TeV
g*

Higgs precision:
m*
> 4.3 TeV
g*
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e +e − → t t̄ :
m*
> 7.7 TeV
g*

What’s more powerful between CLIC and FCC?
What’s more effective in detecting SM deviations, direct or indirect probes?
My own remark & suggestion
I feel that these are not the right questions to ask, even though most often this is how the
comparison among future facilities is reported.

Pheno studies should start moving from focusing on finding
what is the best way to find SM deviations induced by a given EFT operator
to asking
what is the best way to decode the origin of possible deviations

The “inverse problem” (reconstructing the origin of a new phenomenon) is very
challenging, and answers to the above question will vary case by case. Still this
approach might enhance the sometimes small differences in physics potential
among different facilities
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